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Data Mining

Who is it for?

Dig deeper into your claims data

Your organization is committed to paying claims quickly and correctly.
Yet, it’s difficult to avoid letting millions of dollars a year slip through the
cracks—cracks caused by older claims technology, ever-changing CMS
rules and regulations, and a multitude of contractual terms.
As your consultative partner, Discovery Health Partners (Discovery)
offers an AI-based analytics and multi-dimensional comprehensive Data
Mining solution that helps identify and recover improper claims payments
associated with adjudication errors, billing errors, and contract language.
More importantly, our solution works to prevent the reoccurrence of these
errors in the future—giving you the information you need to facilitate
smoother review processes.
With Discovery’s Data Mining, you can:

•

Gain critical business intelligence to better identify overpayments and their
root causes across multiple years and categories

•

Go deeper into your data to uncover and recover previously missed
overpayments

•

Use intelligent algorithms that continually learn and evolve with each claim

Ways we help
1. Technology: Our pre-pay and post-pay data mining solution runs on an
integrated payment integrity platform that increases the effectiveness
and precision of identifying claims errors.
2. Expertise: Our team of industry experts holds a deep knowledge of
claims processing and continually monitors the industry for trends and
regulations that can impact our clients.

Payment integrity directors,
health plan analysts, and analytics
staff at health plans, including
at-risk commercial, Medicare
Advantage, Medicaid Managed
Care, state Medicaid plans and
third-party administrators (TPAs).

What does it do?
Blends flexible, sophisticated
analytics and logic with human
intelligence to help catch and
prevent overpayments according
to your specific business processes.

How does it work?
From implementation through
delivery and reporting, we put
health plans first in everything
we do to ensure our Data Mining
solution is fully aligned with your plan.

Key metrics
Conversion/validity/acceptance rate
• 90% with system access
• 65% without system access

3. Efficiency: Save time and money with actionable intelligence to correct
claims, prevent future errors, and streamline your claims workflows.
Discovery’s Data Mining solution supports your unique plan policies
by combining industry-standard and custom concepts to facilitate a
smoother review process—decreasing your administrative expenses and
overall per-member, per-month (PMPM) spend.
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